Hi,

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to partly contribute towards the development of the action plan. I had the opportunity to go through the draft documents and would like to submit my review on the some aspects of the proposed plans, especially on those directly concerning my portfolio and Malaysia's socio-economic 

In General:
1. To put "Creating Active Workplaces" as a specific indicator rather than touch on workplaces in separate proposed action. I believe this is an important indicator as workplaces is one of the longest place, persons spend their time everyday and it contributes to most inactive/sedentary time of the day 

2. Multisectoral approach must includes in specific of broadcasting/information/media sector as one of the major players apart from urban planning, transport, education etc. 

In specific:

3. Proposed action 1.1: To develop a convention such was done for tobacco through FCTC for better commitment from Member States to ensure sustainability of the action plans 

4. Proposed action 1.4: Member states must provide and ensure security assurance and assistance for citizens to travel by means of walking/ cycling etc. 

5. Proposed action 2.1 : Member states should provide a non sharing, separated as well as dedicated, well connected footpaths and cycle networks 

6. Proposed action 2.2 : To revise the propose speed limit of 30km/h and 50km/hr for residential area and urban road respectively. Let the member states decide. Also to mandate using protective gears/ equipment for cyclist when travelling or assessing motorised vehicle shared area. 

7. Proposed action 2.3 : Specify safe access to include safety from all criminal acts 

Those are my recommendation for your consideration. Thank you.